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SPAIN - 6N/7D

ITINERARY

Itinerary:

day 1: Madrid
Arrival at Madrid airport. Shuttle transfer from airport to hotel.
Madrid sightseeing based on a hop on- hop off bus. one of the
easiest and most comfortable ways of discovering Madrid. hop on
the bus, put on your earphones, listen to the
recorded commentaries and enjoy the streets, monuments and
places of interest that you pass by. highlights of the tour: Gran Vía,
Plaza de España, university, Moncloa, Habsburg old quarter, Calle
Mayor, Puerta del Sol, Puerta de Alcalá, Paseo de la Castellana and
the Real Madrid Stadium, Santiago Bernabeu (tour of the stadium
available)..
overnight at hotel.

day 2: Madrid
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Toledo excursion half day on regular
basis. Toledo is one of the Spanish cities with the greatest wealth of
monuments. known as the “city of the three cultures”, because
Christians, Arabs and Jews lived together there for centuries, behind
its walls Toledo preserves an
artistic and cultural legacy in the form of churches, palaces,
fortresses, mosques and synagogues. this great diversity of artistic
styles makes the old quarter of the capital of La Mancha a real open-
air museum, which has led to it
being declared a world heritage site.
overnight at hotel in Madrid.
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day 3: Madrid - Sevilla
Buffet breakfast at hotel.
Transfer to Atocha train station. Transfer to Sevilla by high speed
train. transfer from Sevilla train station to hotel in the
city. Free time to discover this Andalusian city. Dare to go skydiving
or simply walk the streets of Sevilla and enjoy the weather, the
southern cuisine and the beautiful traditions imbedded in this
region.
overnight at hotel in Sevilla.

day 4: Sevilla
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Sevilla sightseeing based on a hop on- hop
off bus. the tour passes the Plaza de España and the adjoining Maria
Luisa Park, which are among the most pleasant and impressive
public spaces in spain. Other highlights are the cathedral, the
alcazar and Isla Magica.
overnight at hotel.

day 5: Carmona
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Transfer by bus to Carmona. Leisure time
to enjoy this charming town. Carmona is a picturesque Andalusian
town with a magnificent 15th century tower built in imitation of
Sevilla's Giralda. enjoy a walking tour through the historical town
centre, with inside visits to the Santa Maria Church and the alcazar
fortress. in the 14th century, Pedro the Cruel built a palace within
the village castle, which he used as his royal residence in the
country. this building is now the
Parador of Carmona.
overnight at Carmona Parador.                                                   enjoy
an exceptional panoramic view from the fortress, where different
civilisations have brought their best artistry and culture.

day 6: Carmona - Madrid
Buffet breakfast at Parador. Transfer by bus to Sevilla train station.
Transfer to Madrid by high speed train. one last evening of leisure
time in Madrid. enjoy the city, especially the liveliness during the
night, the bars, the cafes.                overnight at hotel in Madrid.

day 7: Madrid
Buffet breakfast at hotel in Madrid. Go shopping on the ever so
lively Calle Fuencarral or Gran Via to finish your trip
in style. Transfer to Madrid airport.
End of services.


